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How Elements are Named 
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Choice of Name 
The origins of the names of some of the elements are listed here. Some of the origins of element 
names are unknown.  

• property of the element 
 Argon:  From the Greek, argos, which 
means inactive 

 Bromine:  From the Greek, bromos, 
which means stench 

• mineral from which it was isolated 
 Calcium: obtained from lime   
 Nickel:  discovered in niccolite 

• place or geographical region of discovery 
 Magnesium:  Magnesia, district in 
Thessaly 

 Germanium:  Latin Germania, 
Germany 

• mythological character or concept 
 Vanadium:  Scandinavian goddess, 

Vanadis 
 Titanium:  Titans, the first sons of the 

Earth 
• astronomical object 

 Phosphorous:  Greek phosphoros, 
ancient name for the planet Venus 

 Tellerium:  Latin tellus, earth 
• honor an eminent scientist 

 Mendelevium:  Dmitri Mendeleev 
 Curium:  Pierre and Marie Curie 

  
 The names of all new elements should end in “-ium”. If a name has been in unofficial use 
for a particular element, but a different name is chosen for that element, then the first name may 
not be used for another element.  Hahnium was used for the unofficial name of element 105.  
However, the name dubnium was chosen for that element.  Therefore, hahnium cannot be used 
for another unnamed element. 
 
Procedure  
1. Formal Proposal of a Name:  When the existence of a new element has been established by 

a joint IUPAC-IUPAP Working Group, the discoverers and the IUPAC Inorganic Chemistry 
Division are informed.  Within two months the President of the Inorganic Division will invite 
the discoverers to propose a name and symbol, which must be accompanied by a justification 
for their choice.  If no proposal is received within six months of the invitation or, in the case 
of a joint discovery, the laboratories involved cannot agree on a name and a symbol within 
six months, then the Inorganic Chemistry Division will propose a name. 

2. Examination by the Inorganic Chemistry Division: The Inorganic Chemistry Division 
examines the proposed name and symbol for suitability. 

3. Public Review: The recommendation is sent to 15 experts, officers of other interested 
commissions, the Interdivisional Committee on Terminology, Nomenclature and Symbols, 
the National and Regional Centers and interested individuals.  IUPAP’s opinion is also 
sought. 

4. Formal Naming of the Element:  When the above steps have been completed, the President 
of the Inorganic Chemistry Division forwards the final recommendation for the name of the 
new element to the IUPAC Council for formal approval by the Union and publication in Pure 
and Applied Chemistry. 

5. Temporary Names:  Prior to and during the naming process, the element may be referred to 
by its proposed name or by its atomic number, as in “element 116”. 


